
Where the forests of Walarya end and the big blue breaks, huge sea creatures travel up the fjords. The

shaman stands at the falls waiting for the big catch for the rewards are great for the biggest ones. 

A 6x6 video slot with Gigablox feature, 50 paylines, Wild Re-spins and a Monster Free Spins bonus

game with an increasing Monster Multiplier and Wild Re-spins feature!

ID: 10239
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Global release

MAY 16, 2022

RTP

96%

HIT Frequency

21.01%

Volatility

HIGH

Default Max win

€375,000



Key selling points

Big win potential

Gigablox

Monster free spins

Beautiful visuals

Retentive gameplay

Paylines

50

Default bet size

€2

Default bet range

€0.2 - €50

Default coin range

0.01 - 2.50

Default max multiplier

X 7,500
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Target demographic

Oriented towards a western audience

Players looking for Gigablox games

Young player audience
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Game features

Wild Respins

This feature triggers randomly during main

game, turning 1-3 random symbols in the

panel into wilds. After awarding any wins a

respin is triggered, where wilds will roam and

change position. The size of the symbols that

were turned into wilds de�ne the number of

roaming wilds. *1x1 wild block gives 1 roaming

wild *2x2 wild block gives 2 roaming wilds

*and so on up to a 6x6 wild block giving 6

roaming wilds
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Monster Free Spins

Land 5+ Scatters in the main game to trigger

Monster Free Spins. The number of free spins

awarded equal the number of scatters in the

panel when triggered. Monster Free Spins are

played with the same bet as the activating

spin on a 6x8 panel and 100 paylines. Each

new scatter that appears during free spins

awards 1 additional free spin. Wild Re-spins are

triggered on each free spin, turning 1-3

random symbols in the panel into wilds. Each

wild symbol add points to a meter, when the

meter is full, the panel multiplier increases and

additional free spins awarded. After awarding

the win (with applied multiplier) a respin is

awarded, where wilds will roam and change

position. Wilds from a respin will not add

points to the meter.
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Monster Multiplier

In Free spins. Each wild symbol add points to

a meter, when the meter is full, the panel

multiplier increases and additional free spins

awarded as follows: Points to be collected -

Multiplier - Extra free spins 20 2x +2 free spins

25 3x +2 free spins 30 5x +2 free spins 50 10x +2

free spins The updated multiplier is applied

from the current and all subsequent winnings

Gigablox

Gigablox are oversized symbols on the reels

that function like individual symbols in a 2x2 to

6x6 formation. Scatter symbols can land as

Gigablox.
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Game rules

Welcome to Water Blox, a high volatility Video Slot with the signature Gigablox feature, Wild Re-

spins, Wilds, Roaming Wilds and a Monster Free Spins bonus game with Wild re-spins and up to a

10x Monster Multiplier!

ABOUT THE GAME

Where the forests of Walarya end and the big blue breaks, huge sea creatures travel up the fjords.

The shaman stands at the falls waiting for the big catch for the rewards are great for the biggest

ones.

This is a 6×6 video slot with Gigablox feature, 50 paylines, Wild Re-spins and a Monster Free Spins

bonus game with an increasing Monster Multiplier and Wild Re-spins feature!

MAIN GAME

The main game has a 6×6 panel with 50 Payline evaluated from left to right. 1-3 Wilds can randomly

appear on any reel. Wilds substitute for any other symbol except the Scatter.
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Scatter pays on any position on the reels. 5 or more scatters trigger the Monster Free Spins bonus

game.

The main game features a random Wild Re-spin feature with roaming wilds.

When 5+ scatters land on the reels it unlocks the Monster Free Spins bonus game, awarding as

many free spins as scatters.

* If Wild Re-spins and Monster Free spins are triggered at the same time, Wild Re-spins will play

�rst, then Monster Free Spins will trigger.

* If more than 5 scatters land during a Wild Re-spin these are added to the number of free spins.

GIGABLOX

Gigablox are oversized symbols on the reels that function like individual symbols in a 2×2 to 6×6

formation. Scatter symbols can land as Gigablox.
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WILD RE-SPINS

This feature triggers randomly during main game, turning 1-3 random symbols in the panel into

wilds. After awarding any wins a respin is triggered, where wilds will roam and change position.

The size of the symbols that were turned into wilds de�ne the number of roaming wilds.

* 1×1 wild block gives 1 roaming wild

* 2×2 wild block gives 2 roaming wilds

* and so on up to a 6×6 wild block giving 6 roaming wilds

During re-spins if a roaming wilds land on a big block they will convert the entire block into a Wild.

Roaming wilds cannot land on the same position.

MONSTER FREE SPINS

Land 5+ Scatters in the main game to trigger Monster Free Spins. The number of free spins

awarded equal the number of scatters in the panel when triggered. Monster Free Spins are played

with the same bet as the activating spin on a 6×8 panel and 100 paylines.
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Each new scatter that appears during free spins awards 1 additional free spin.

Wild Re-spins are triggered on each free spin, turning 1-3 random symbols in the panel into wilds.

Moreover each wild symbol add points to a meter, when the meter is full, the panel multiplier

increases and additional free spins awarded as follows:

Points to be collected – Multiplier – Extra free spins

20                                  2x             +2 free spins

25                                  3x             +2 free spins

30                                  5x             +2 free spins

50                                  10x           +2 free spins

The updated multiplier is applied from the current and all subsequent winnings.
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After awarding the win (with applied multiplier) a respin is awarded, where wilds will roam and

change position. Wilds from a respin will not add points to the meter

BUY FREE SPINS

Players can buy into Free Spins with their choice of bet. 5-20 Free spins are randomly awarded.
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Payout

High symbols

6 - €20

5 - €5

4 - €4

3 - €2

6 - €10

5 - €4

4 - €2

3 - €1

6 - €5

5 - €2.40

4 - €1.20

3 - €0.60

6 - €4

5 - €2

4 - €1

3 - €0.50

6 - €20

Low symbols

6 - €1.60

5 - €0.80

4 - €0.40

3 - €0.20

6 - €1.60

5 - €0.80

4 - €0.40

3 - €0.20

6 - €1.60

5 - €0.80

4 - €0.40

3 - €0.20
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6 - €1.60

5 - €0.80

4 - €0.40

3 - €0.20

Extra symbols

Wild re-spin with roaming wilds is

randomly awarded
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Game menus

Game Panel

Expand this image

Menu - Opens the Menu and access Paytable, Gamerules and History are available from the

menu.

A -

Sound - Enable/Disable sounds and music.B -

Balance - Displays the player's account balance.C -

Win - Displays the win for the current or last win payout step.D -
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Options Panel

Bet - Displays the current bet.E -

Fast play - Enable/Disable fast play mode.F -

Autospin - Opens up the autoplay options.G -

Spin - Places the bet and spins the reels. When the reels are spinning, the spin button

transforms into the Stop Button. Pressing the Stop Button stops the reels immediately.

H -

Expand this image
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Game rules - Displays the rules of the gameA -

Paytable - Opens the paytableB -

Games History - Opens the game historyC -

Sound - Sound on/offD -

Deposit - Opens deposit urlE -
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Additional information

How to Calculate Payline Wins

• To calculate your total payline coin win, calculate all payline wins and add them together.

• To calculate a single payline win, count the number of identical symbols lined up in sequence on

the line starting from the left most reel.

• If three or more identical symbols are lined up, �nd the coin win value in the dynamic Pay Table.

There you can �nd the value for all symbols for 3 in a row, 4 in a row, 5 and 6 in a row. Only the

highest winning combination per line is paid out.

• If the winning combination starts with three Wilds, there can be many ways to interpret the win.

In this scenario, only the highest win combination is paid out.

• After the Free Spins round is completed, all wins are added to any win from the game that

activated the Free Spins.

• The above doesn’t include Scatter symbols which do not need to be on a payline to award a prize.
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